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Abstract

Predictive control technology for heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) sys-

tems has been proven to be an effective way to reduce energy consumption and improve

thermal comfort within buildings. Such methods rely on models to accurately predict

the thermal dynamics of a specific building to achieve the optimal control. Implement-

ing a predictive control at the building level faces several challenges, since buildings’

thermal dynamics are nonlinear, time-varying, and contain several uncertainties. This

paper presents a hybrid model predictive control (HMPC) scheme, which can minimise

the energy and cost of running HVAC systems in commercial buildings. The proposed

control framework combines a classical MPC with a neural network feedback linearisa-

tion method. The control model for the HMPC is developed using a simplified physical

model, while the nonlinearity associated with HVAC process is handled independently

by an inverse neural network model. To achieve the maximum energy saving, the pro-

posed MPC integrates several advanced air-conditioning control strategies, such as an

economizer control, an optimal start-stop control, and a load shifting control. This ap-

proach has been tested at the check-in hall of the T-1 building of the Adelaide Airport,

through simulations and a field experiment. The merits of the proposed method com-

pared to the existing control method are analysed from both the energy saving and cost

saving points of view. The result shows that the proposed HMPC scheme performs rea-
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